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Abstract: The situation once described by Hoffmann (1985), in which children
grow up exposed to three languages from an early age, is a reality for an
increasing number of families. In Europe – as elsewhere – greater mobility is
leading to greater numbers of mixed-language couples (Piller 2002), and, by
extension, multilingual families. For such families, questions concerning the
acquisition and maintenance of three or more languages in a natural environ-
ment are of direct relevance. Researchers in bilingualism have already pointed
out the importance of social context for the acquisition of two languages in
childhood, focusing in particular on the quantity and quality of exposure to
the languages (De Houwer 1990; Döpke 1992; Okita 2002; Lanza 2004) or the
prestige of the languages (Lambert 1977). In this paper, I will make use of the
insights gained by such researchers and test them in a trilingual setting. The
paper will focus mainly on one aspect, namely the conversational style of par-
ents and caretakers. The data come from research being carried out in Switzer-
land and consist of 33 interviews with multilingual families, as well as case
studies of two trilingual children. The findings attest to the importance of con-
versational style, but at the same time indicate that a number of further factors
are also of great significance.
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1 Introduction
The situation once described by Hoffmann (1985), in which children grow up
exposed to three languages from an early age, is a reality for an increasing
1 This idea was explored in preliminary fashion with a small part of the data used here in
Chevalier (2008).
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number of families. Greater mobility is leading to greater numbers of mixed-
language couples (Piller 2002) and, by extension, multilingual families (Wang
2008). For such families, questions concerning the acquisition and maintenance
of three or more languages in a natural environment are of direct relevance,
and in the last decade the issue has also received growing scholarly attention.
A number of recent works focus on or provide some information about the
relationship between language input and the language development of young
trilingual children, notably Barnes (2006, 2011), Cruz-Ferreira (2006), Dewaele
(2000, 2007), Kazzazi (2007, 2011), Montanari (2005, 2010), Quay (2001, 2008)
and Wang (2008). The present paper concentrates on one particular aspect of
this relationship, namely the influence of caregiver discourse styles on early
trilingual development.
One factor identified in the promotion of early bilingualism is the way in
which parents react when young children do not use the language spoken by
the parent (also called ‘language mixing’ by Lanza 2004 [1997]: 215–216). To
what extent do parents allow this, to what extent do they attempt to promote
their own language? Parental responses to a child’s use of the non-parental
language have been categorised by Döpke (1992) and Lanza (2004). In addition
to the findings of these two studies, further bilingualism research has given
evidence of the importance of particular parental responses in promoting the
parental languages – and thus bilingualism (Kasuya 1998; Juan-Garau & Pérez-
Vidal 2001); note, however, that Nicoladis & Genesee (1998) found no correla-
tion between parental responses and children’s language choice in the follow-
ing turn. With regard to trilingual language acquisition studies, which are still
relatively few, we can observe in Quay (2001) and Montanari (2005) parental
acceptance of the young children’s utterances in a non-parental language, and
the children’s overall or increasing preference for the community language.
The present paper contributes to this specific question in multilingual lan-
guage acquisition with an in-depth analysis of caregiver responses to the lan-
guage mixing of a two-year-old growing up with three languages. It firstly
describes the subject and her language input (Section 2), then outlines the
child’s language choices with each of her three main caregivers (Section 3).
Section 4 gives a detailed description of the method of analysis, which is based
on the models of Döpke (1992) and Lanza (2004). This is followed by an analysis
of the responses of the main interlocutors of the child’s two non-dominant
languages: her father (Section 5) and her aunt (Section 6). I conclude by dis-
cussing correlations between these responses and the child’s trilingual lan-
guage production (Section 7).
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2 Data
2.1 The subject and her language input
The subject, Lina,2 lives in German-speaking Switzerland and is growing up
with a Swiss mother who speaks Swiss German to her, a Belgian father who
speaks French to her, and an American aunt who visits approximately twice a
week and speaks to her in English. In addition, the parents speak English to
each other. Lina has thus heard all three languages regularly from birth. All
three caregivers can and do communicate with other adults in all the three
languages concerned except Lina’s aunt who, although she speaks fluent Swiss
German (and uses it with Lina’s mother), does not speak French. The adults are
consistent to a high degree in speaking their own language to Lina. In the
dyadic recordings (described below), Lina’s mother produced 955/970 turns
uniquely in Swiss German (98 percent) when in conversation with her daughter.
Her father produced 876/983 turns uniquely in French (89 percent), and her
aunt produced 1,162/1,166 turns uniquely in English (99.7 percent). Lina has a
great deal of exposure to Swiss German as her mother is the full-time caregiver
and Swiss German is the language of the environment. Accordingly, she has
considerably less, and approximately equal, exposure to French and English –
although more interaction in French. She interacts with her French-speaking
father in the evenings and at weekends – and in the same period hears her
parents speaking English. She interacts with her aunt only about twice a week,
usually for a couple of hours each time.
2.2 Data collection and transcription
The data used for the study reported on here come from monthly recordings
done from just after Lina’s second birthday to just after her third, resulting in
twelve sets of recordings. Each set consists of four recordings: child + mother,
child + father, child + both parents, and child + aunt. The caregivers were asked
to make half-hour audio recordings of their usual interactions with Lina. The
recordings were made on a small, professional digital recorder (M-Audio Micro-
Track 2496), which was placed somewhere unobtrusive. The parents were asked
to record without the child realising, if possible. The decision to use a small
audio-recorder, as opposed to a video-recorder, was made for the sake of unob-
trusiveness. It should be mentioned, however, that this method has the disad-
2 All names are pseudonyms.
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vantage of not capturing non-verbal communication strategies, such as gestures
(Doherty-Sneddon 2003; Kendon 2004). The recordings thus consist of various
activities: playing, book-reading, mealtimes, getting ready for bed routines, and
so on. For each dyadic recording, a quarter of an hour close to the beginning
of the recording was transcribed, resulting in just over nine hours of transcribed
speech. The results and analyses presented here are based on these transcrip-
tions.
The transcription conventions are based on CHAT, Codes for the Human
Analysis of Transcription (MacWhinney 2011). These are listed in the appendix.
Note that although not a CHAT convention, in this paper the three languages
are represented in the following manner in the numbered examples: Swiss Ger-
man is in small capitals, French is italicised and English is in bold. Words
which could belong to two languages are doubly marked unless they occur in
an utterance otherwise entirely in one of the two languages; in such cases, they
are coded as belonging to the language of the rest of the utterance. Utterances
which were not considered language-specific are unmarked.
In addition to the recordings, six visits to the family were made. These were
undertaken in order to observe the family interacting, to become familiar with
the child’s environment (books, toys, etc.) so as to understand the recordings
better, as well as to ask the parents details about language input and language
development.
3 Language choice
Lina is dominant in Swiss German, her maternal language and the language of
the community. A comparison of utterances uniquely in Swiss German, French
and English reveals that Lina produced 884/910 utterances in Swiss German
when in conversation with her mother (97 percent). She produced less French
and English: in conversation with her father, Lina produced only 108/819 utter-
ances in French (13 percent), while with her aunt, she produced 483/890 utter-
ances in English (54 percent). That Lina generally spoke her maternal language
with her mother is, given the language exposure patterns, only to be expected.
However, since her exposure to French and English was approximately equal,
and since she in fact had more interaction in French than in English, an expla-
nation is needed for why Lina produced considerably more English than French.
This question is explored with an analysis of Lina’s father’s and aunt’s re-
sponses to her language mixing.
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4 Responses to mixing: theoretical frame
In this section I explain how I have worked with the models of Lanza (2004),
and to a lesser extent Döpke (1992). Lanza identified five ‘parental discourse
strategies’ (2004: ch. 6) following a child’s use of the non-parental language.
For example, if the parent is a speaker of English and the child utters the
French lait (‘milk’), the parent might 1) express incomprehension of the child’s
utterance (e.g. what?), 2) express a guess as to what the child could mean (e.g.
do you want milk?), 3) repeat it in the target language (e.g. milk), 4) simply move
on with the conversation (e.g. I’ll get you some) or 5) switch to the language
used by the child (e.g. tu veux du lait? ‘do you want some milk?’). Lanza classi-
fied these five responses along a continuum (2004: 268), in which certain
responses contribute to the creation of a monolingual context, while others
help create a bilingual context. In a monolingual context, the child feels con-
strained to use the parental language, while in a bilingual one, the child feels
free to use any language.
Monolingual context
Minimal grasp
Expressed guess
Adult repetition
Move on strategy
Code switching
Bilingual context
Figure 1: From a monolingual context to a bilingual context.
Döpke made a similar categorisation, from which I adopt her ‘request for
translation’ (1992: 66) response, which I call ‘instruction to translate’. In addi-
tion, I make use of her distinction between different types of adult repetition
(her term is ‘translation’ [1992: 63–64]). Thus, in the present study, responses
to language mixing fall into six basic types: instructions to translate plus the
five categories identified by Lanza. These six types are described in detail
below.
4.1 Instruction to translate
An instruction to translate is arguably the most constraining response to a
child’s use of a non-target language because it is usually unambiguous: the
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child understands that her language choice has been deemed inappropriate.
Example (1) illustrates a typical instruction to translate:
(1) Lina (age: 2;6.2)3 and aunt
@Situation: playing card game ‘memory’
*LIN: .
%eng: dog.
*AUN: what does Shelly say?
%res: instruction to translate
*LIN: dog.
%pho: [dɒg ̊ ]4
This category is used by Döpke (1992: 66) and Kasuya (1998: 333). It does not
exist separately in Lanza’s model but rather falls under minimal grasps (see
example [38] in Lanza 2004: 267, which is similar to [1] above).
Also included in the present study as instructions to translate are cases in
which the adult prompts a translation by giving the initial phoneme(s) of a
word, or the initial word of a multiword expression in the target language, as
in example (2) below:
(2) Lina (age: 2;6.2) and aunt
@Situation: playing card game ‘memory’
*AUN: what is it?
*LIN: ().
%eng: snail.
*AUN: yea:h, and what does Shelly say?
%res: instruction to translate
*LIN: ().
*AUN: what? [>] s<n> +…
%res: instruction to translate
*LIN: [<] <sn>a:il.
*AUN: yea:h. high five. very good.
While the aunt’s what? is a minimal grasp, it is immediately followed – and
thus overridden – by the prompt sn… Note that the aunt only needs to give the
first phoneme /s/ before the child starts to translate.
3 Years;months.days.
4 Phonological transference from Swiss German. For a description of voiceless obstruents in
Swiss German, see Schmid (2010: 1).
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4.2 Minimal grasp
The next most constraining response, namely minimal grasps like what?, huh?
or I don’t understand can be ambiguous. With such responses, it is not always
clear what the trouble spot is (Lanza 2004: 270). It may lie in the form, the
content or even simply the level of loudness of the utterance. If the problem
lies in the form, this may be the choice of language, but it could also be the
child’s non-adult-like version of the item in question. This can be observed in
example (3), where Lina’s mother clearly cannot understand the child’s first
rendering of the French cassé (‘broken’) since Lina pronounces it in a strong
Swiss German accent:
(3) Lina (age 2;1.9) and mother
@Situation: making a toy staircase out of magnets which then fall apart
*LIN: cassé.
%eng: broken.
%pho: [ˈkʰɑsɛ]
*MOT: hä?
%eng: huh?
%res: minimal grasp
*LIN: cassé.
%pho: closer to French pronunciation
*MOT: , .
%eng: yes, broken.
The following is an example of a minimal grasp in which the child perceives
(or chooses to perceive) the trouble spot as being the content:
(4) Lina (age 2;5.3) and father
@Situation: making objects out of play dough
*LIN: ça , xxx.
%eng: that cheese, xxx.
*FAT: ça c’est quoi?
%eng: what’s that?
%res: minimal grasp
*LIN: ?
%eng: isn’t it?
%com: tag belongs to Lina’s first utterance
*LIN: .
%eng: play dough.
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Here, Lina states that her play dough creation is ‘cheese’ in the non-target
language. Her father queries this with a minimal grasp, and Lina responds by
continuing in Swiss German and stating that the material is play dough. She
does not respond to the minimal grasp as a cue to change languages.
Minimal grasps may involve a feigned lack of comprehension, as a con-
scious strategy, as well as a real lack of comprehension, as we saw in example
(3) (although note that Döpke 1992: 65 excludes instances of real incomprehen-
sion). Both may in fact promote the use of the caregiver language if the child
responds to them as a cue to switch languages (cf. example [21]). However,
sometimes it suffices that the child repeat her utterance in the non-target lan-
guage for the adult to be satisfied. In such cases, minimal grasps cannot be
said to promote the use of the adult’s language, and thus multilingualism.
Therefore, it is important to take into account the continuation of the exchange
in order to see how the minimal grasps are functioning in a particular dyad
(see section 4.9). While instructions to translate are generally unambiguous,
with minimal grasps an examination of the child’s responses to them is impera-
tive, since these reveal how the child is interpreting the minimal grasps – and
thus the extent to which these actually constrain her to use of the adult’s lan-
guage (Lanza 2004: 270).
We should further note that sometimes the same word may or may not be
a minimal grasp, depending on the intonation. In example (5), Lina’s father’s
use of quoi? (‘what’) with falling intonation (indicated by the sign ↓) indicates
that he is trying to work out the referent of Lina’s utterance, and not that he
has not understood her:
(5) Lina (age 2;1.6) and father
@Situation: looking at a picture book
*FAT: et Juliette, qu’est-ce qu’elle fait?
%eng: and Juliette, what’s she doing?
*LIN: .
%eng: there.
*FAT: quoi↓?
%eng: what↓?
%res: moving on
*LIN: .
*FAT: elle se brosse les dents?
%eng: she’s brushing her teeth?
%res: moving on
*LIN: .
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*FAT: oui, elle se brosse les dents, hein?
%eng: yes, she’s brushing her teeth, huh?
%res: moving on
The quoi? (‘what’) uttered by Lina’s father here was classified as moving on
rather than a minimal grasp. While a rising intonation on quoi would indicate
(feigned) lack of comprehension, the falling intonation of this utterance shows
that the father is trying to get the child to explain what she means by da
(‘there’). This interpretation is reinforced by the fact that as the conversation
continues, we see that the father tries to guess what ‘there’ could refer to.
4.3 Expressed guess
The expressed guess is the third response that I term ‘constraining’, along with
instructions to translate and minimal grasps. These strategies are constraining
because the adult queries the child’s utterance and requires her to respond to
the query in some way. One point must be noted at this junction, namely that
for these strategies to be constraining, the child must be given time to reply (cf.
Lanza 2004: 271). If this is not the case, the force of the response is greatly
reduced, if not eliminated. This can be seen in the following example, in which
Lina’s aunt responds to Lina’s use of Swiss German firstly with an expressed
guess, but then immediately asks her a different question:
(6) Lina (age 2;9.10) and aunt
@Situation: drawing and writing
*LIN:   .
%eng: I’m writing something.
*AUN: are you gonna write? what are you writing?
%com: no pause after expressed guess, therefore:
%res: adult repetition
*LIN: ,   .
%eng: um, a heart on top.
In this example, Lina was not given time to reply to the expressed guess. There-
fore, the aunt’s response was not coded as an expressed guess but rather as an
adult repetition (see below). The time given to reply was (arbitrarily) set at a
minimum length of one second. This procedure was also applied to the other
two constraining strategies.
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4.4 Adult repetition
A response in which the caregiver translates at least one lexical item of the
child’s utterance in his or her next turn was counted as adult repetition:
(7) Lina (age 2;9.10) and aunt
@Situation: drawing and writing
*LIN:  .
%eng: write name.
*AUN: yeah you can write, but what colour are the hearts, are
they red or blue? hm?
%res: adult repetition
In addition, clear cases of an adult translating the child’s utterance, even in a
later turn, were also counted as adult repetition. This can be observed in the
following example. (Here and in a few other examples, the turns are numbered
in order to facilitate the discussion.)
(8) Lina (age 2;6.3) and father
@Situation: looking at a picture book
*LIN:  [/] . (1)
%eng: skip [/] skipping rope.
*FAT: un . (2)
%eng: a skipping rope.
*LIN: . (3)
*FAT: ça ça s'appelle une corde à sauter Lina. (4)
%eng: that’s called a skipping rope Lina.
%res: adult repetition
In this example, Lina firstly names an object (‘skipping rope’). Her father code-
switches and repeats the name in Swiss German. Lina confirms her father’s
repetition, thus the two middle utterances, (2) and (3), form an insertion
sequence of confirmation. In (4), the father then returns to the child’s original
utterance to repair the form, providing the word in French. The overriding
parental response to the child’s mix is clearly that of a translation. For this
reason, it was classified as adult repetition rather than code-switching, despite
the fact that a code-switch indeed occurs in the insertion sequence (cf. Lanza
2004: 270).
Of particular interest in a discussion of how caregiver responses to mixing
may influence children’s multilingual language acquisition was the fact that the
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data revealed two quite different types of adult repetition, namely one which
was marked and indicated to the child that language choice was an issue, and
one which was unmarked, and simply involved the adult incorporating the item
in question into his or her own speech. The first functions as an ‘other-repair’,
while the second is similar to moving on. These correspond to Döpke’s ‘transla-
tion’ and ‘incorporated translation’ (1992: 63–64). In this study, I distinguish,
wherever relevant, between adult repetition which is ‘marked’ and adult repeti-
tion which is ‘incorporated’. An example of each is given in (9) and (10) respec-
tively:5
(9) Lina (age 2;6.2) and aunt
@Situation: playing card game ‘memory’
*LIN: :.
%eng: cake.
*AUN: that’s a cake [!].
%res: adult repetition, marked
*LIN: cake.
(10) Lina (age 2;4.8) and father
@Situation: playing with dolls
*LIN: .
%eng: take off.
*FAT: . oui. <on va enlever la> [/] on va enlever la robe, et on va
mettre autre chose. hm?
%eng: take off. yes. <we’ll take off the> [/] we’ll take off the dress, and
we’ll put on something else. hm?
%res: adult repetition, incorporated
*LIN: .
%eng: there.
Note that example (10) also includes an instance of code-switching: a repetition
of the child’s mix followed by a translation of it. As with example (8), the
overriding response was considered to be that of adult repetition.
4.5 Moving on
Although Lanza (2004: 266) shows that this response can be difficult to isolate,
in the present data this was rarely the case. The only ambiguity was the occa-
5 Note that examples (6) and (7) are also instances of incorporated adult repetition, while
example (8) is a marked adult repetition.
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sional case in which the adult continued with the conversation, but it was not
clear whether he or she was ‘exhibiting comprehension of the child’s use of the
other language’ (Lanza 2004: 265) or not. The first case counts as moving on,
the second as a non-response. Example (11) is a rare example of an unclear
case:
(11) Lina (age 2;7.22) and father
@Situation: playing a board game
*FAT: c’est la tête de l’ours. attends on va faire comme ça. écoute.
%eng: it’s the head of the bear. wait we’ll do it like this. listen.
*LIN: so [>] <>.
%eng: make like this.
*FAT: [<] <l’ours> [/] l'ours te regarde. non d’abord ça. pas ça.
%eng: the bear [/] the bear is looking at you. no first that. not that.
%res: moving on
In this example, it is not actually clear whether the father is reacting to Lina’s
utterance so mache (‘make like this’) with his response non d’abord ça. pas ça.
(‘no first that. not that.’). Unclear cases, however, were counted as moving on,
on the assumption that in these dyadic adult–child conversations, the adult is
generally paying attention to the contributions of the child.
4.6 Code-switching
Code-switching following a child’s mix was defined as any switch by the care-
giver in his or her next turn, or an obvious repetition of the child’s mix in a
later turn. As already pointed out above, code-switches were only classified as
such if they were not overridden by another response. The following is an exam-
ple of a response classified as code-switching:
(12) Lina (age 2;4.8) and father
@Situation: playing with dolls
*LIN:  # .
%eng: finished # bathing.
*FAT: ah ha.  . alors <on va> [/] on va y mettre # un
pyjama, si on trouve le pyjama.
%eng: ah ha. finished bathing. so <we’ll> [/] we’ll put on # pyjamas, if
we find the pyjamas.
%res: code switching
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4.7 No response to mixing
In this study, all cases in which an adult did not respond to a child’s mix were
classified as a non-response. Although these instances were all coded, they are
not given in the figures. A common reason for a non-response was a self-repair
on the part of the child. Other reasons included the child starting a new topic
herself or walking away. Also included within this category were the rare cases
of an incomprehensible adult reply. Example (13) illustrates a non-response due
to the child’s self-repair:
(13) Lina (age 2;10.6) and aunt
@Situation: playing with coloured toy vehicles
*LIN: .
%eng: yellow.
*AUN: yeah, but what does Shelly say?
%res: instruction to translate
*LIN: .
%eng: green.
*LIN: .
%eng: yellow.
*LIN: (y)ellow.
%com: self-repair
*AUN: ah: high five, high five.
%res: no response to mixing
After Lina’s first turn in this sequence, her aunt responds with an instruction
to translate. Lina continues to name colours in Swiss German in her next turn
but within the same turn repairs to English. Thus the aunt has no need to re-
spond to Lina’s mix since the child has already self-repaired. And in fact, in the
aunt’s next turn, she praises Lina’s use of English.
4.8 Special cases in coding
A particular difficulty in the classification is illustrated by example (14). In this
exchange, Lina utters the word for ‘chicken’ in Swiss German: huän. Her father
does not understand, and guesses she may have been trying to say the French
encore (‘again’, ‘more’). From the father’s perspective, he has not responded to
a mix because he has not interpreted the utterance as a mix. However, from the
child’s perspective, he has attempted to guess what her utterance could be in
the target language, and therefore this has been coded as an expressed guess:
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(14) Lina (age 2;2.17) and father
@Situation: making objects out of play dough
*LIN: .
%eng: chicken.
*FAT: hein? tu veux encore? [pause of 2 seconds] encore quoi?
%eng: huh? you want more? [pause of 2 seconds] more what?
%res: expressed guess
*LIN: xxx
This same method of coding according to the child’s perspective was applied
consistently.
4.9 Reactions to the three constraining responses
Besides classifying the adults’ responses to Lina’s mixes, Lina’s reactions to the
adults’ three constraining responses have also been examined in order to gain
a fuller picture of the effectiveness of these. Nicoladis & Genesee (1998: 87) also
follow this path by examining whether there is a correlation between the paren-
tal responses and the child’s choice of language in his next turn.
However, applying their exact method to my own data would result in an
incorrect analysis in a number of cases, since the child sometimes responds in
a later turn. This can be seen for example in the following extract:
(15) Lina (age 3;6.30) and father6
@Situation: looking at pictures (in a book or on cards)
*LIN: hm cat. (1)
*FAT: no. (2)
*LIN: hä? (3)
%eng: huh?
*FAT: non. comment dit papa? cat c’est quoi [/-] ça c’est Shelly qui dit
cat. (4)
%eng: no. how does daddy say it? cat it’s what [/-] it’s Shelly who says
cat.
%res: instruction to translate
*LIN: meow. (5)
%com: onomatopoeia
6 Note that while this example is used for illustration, the response does not appear in the
figures since the recording is at age three and a half, outside the main period of the study.
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*FAT: hm? (6)
*LIN: m(e)ow. (7)
%com: onomatopoeia, speech indistinct and quiet
*FAT: hm? c’est quoi? c’est un +..? (8)
%eng: hm? it’s what? it’s a +..?
*LIN: un +… (9)
*FAT: c’est quoi? (10)
%eng: it’s what?
*LIN: un chat. (11)
%eng: a cat.
When Lina says cat (1), her father first denies this, switching to English himself,
and simply saying no (2). (The switch is probably inadvertent, triggered by
Lina’s use of English.) This seems to confuse the child, who may not have
understood that her choice of language was a problem; she responds with hä?
(‘huh?’) (3). The father expands, invoking the one person–one language princi-
ple (4), and asking Lina what her father says for ‘cat’ (instruction to translate).
Lina responds by producing the sound a cat makes (5). Her response is met
with the questioning hm? (6), and Lina responds again with an onomatopoeic
utterance (7), this time produced less distinctly and less confidently. Her father
again prompts her to produce the word in French over two more turns (8 and
10), and in the end, Lina finally produces the item in the paternal language
(11). The entire questioning of Lina’s production of cat was counted as a single
instruction to translate, and the final production of chat was counted as a pro-
duction of the item in question in the paternal language. If only the language
of the child’s following turn had been considered (in this case, Lina’s onomato-
poeic utterance in turn 5 following the first instruction to translate), as in Nico-
ladis & Genesee (1998), her actual response to the parent’s strategy would have
been missed. In the present study, the fact that a child may respond to a con-
straining strategy several turns later on is thus accounted for.
Note that Kasuya also looks at children’s reactions to parental responses to
mixing to see whether certain responses influence the child’s ‘next choice of
language’ (1998: 338). However, there is a difference between ‘next choice of
language’ and a child’s ‘language choice in the next conversational turn’ (Nico-
ladis & Genesee 1998: 87). Calculating with the one or the other gives different
results. In example (15), while Lina’s ‘language choice in the next conversa-
tional turn’ is an onomatopoeic utterance, her ‘next choice of language’ is
French. Nevertheless, I believe that even with ‘next choice of language’ certain
responses to strategies will be missed.
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5 Responses of Lina’s father
In this and the following section, the responses of Lina’s father and aunt are
examined. Table 1 lists the responses of Lina’s father to turns by his daughter
that contain lexical mixing. Following Lanza (2004: 272), only responses to lexi-
cal mixes are presented in the figures. Lexical mixes were defined as nouns,
verbs, adjectives or blends (Lanza 2004: 215).7
Set IT MG EG AR MO CS Total
I       
II       
III       
IV       
V       
VI       
VII       
VIII       
IX       
X       
XI       
XII       
Total       
Total %       
Table : Lina’s father’s responses following lexical mixing.
Key: IT: instruction to translate, MG: minimal grasp, EG: expressed guess, AR: adult repeti-
tion, MO: moving on, CS: code-switching
The most common response by Lina’s father following his daughter’s lexical
mixing is to move on with the conversation, which he does 193 times out of 433
or 45 percent of the time. This sends the message to Lina that it is perfectly
acceptable for her to use a non-paternal language.
The second most common response is that of adult repetition (153/433 or 35
percent). In table 2 I have divided these particular responses into repair-like or
marked repetitions and incorporated adult repetitions.
We can see that over half of the responses involve incorporated adult repeti-
tion. The translated term is not marked in any way, and the child is not given
7 Thus, example (5), a response to a grammatical mix, does not appear in the figures.
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Set Marked Incorporated Total
I   
II   
III   
IV   
V   
VI   
VII   
VIII   
IX   
X   
XI   
XII   
Total   
%   
Table : Two types of adult repetition used by Lina’s father.
the idea that her language choice is an issue. In the following example, we can
observe an instance of this type of adult repetition, as well as two code-
switches, which will be discussed further on:
(16) Lina (age 2;5.3) and father
@Situation: Lina is making a snail out of play dough
*FAT: [...] il n’a pas de tête ton escargot. tu veux lui donner une tête
aussi?
%eng: [...] it doesn’t have a head your snail. do you want to give it a
head too?
*LIN: . (1)
%eng: eye.
*FAT: [>] <>?
%res: code-switching
*LIN: [<] < >. (2)
%eng: here eye.
*FAT:  oui aussi. mais la tête surtout. hm?
%eng: eye yes also. but the head above all. hm?
%res: code-switching
*LIN:  . (3)
%eng: here eye.
*FAT: mhm. mais l’escargot <a deux> [/], a deux yeux Lina.
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%eng: mhm. but the snail has two, has two eyes Lina.
%res: adult repetition, incorporated
In this example, Lina uses the Swiss German aug ‘eye’ three times before her
father uses the equivalent French word. The first two times she uses the word,
he responds by code-switching himself. After the third time he uses the French
equivalent yeux ‘eyes’, but the translation is not marked in any way, and Lina
is not made to feel that anything in her utterance was amiss. We see that the
response is similar to moving on except that the child is exposed to the lexical
item in the parental language.
Note that when her father does use adult repetition as a repair, Lina does
not always interpret it as such. In the following example, Lina appears to be
talking to herself, and asks herself a question in Swiss German. Her father
translates her question into French, but Lina does not recognise this as a repair
(or chooses not to recognise it as such), and simply answers the question:
(17) Lina (age 2:9.14) and father
@Situation: previously looking at pictures; Lina introduces new topic
*LIN:    L?
%eng: what colour do you want Lina?
%com: presumably talking to herself
*FAT: Lina, quelle couleur tu veux?
%eng: Lina, what colour do you want?
%res: adult repetition, marked
*LIN:  # .
%eng: um # blue.
*LIN: .
%eng: here.
*LIN:   ?
%eng: what colour do you want?
*FAT: je veux # vert.
%eng: I want # green.
%res: moving on
We see here an example of Lina’s father consciously employing adult repetition
as a strategy to try and impose the paternal language. However, we also see
that the strategy is unsuccessful; Lina does not perceive her language choice to
be a problem and simply responds to the question. Lina then repeats her ques-
tion, now addressing her father, and this time her father does not attempt to
translate it but answers it himself (moving on).
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The third most common response to Lina’s mixing is code-switching (as
seen in examples [12] and [16]): 56/433 instances (13 percent). This response is
the one which most clearly encourages the use of the non-adult language, and
diminishes any obligation on the part of the child to speak the adult’s language:
indeed why should she when the adult is willing to speak her language of
preference?
With regard to the three constraining responses, we can observe few instan-
ces: no instructions to translate, fifteen minimal grasps and sixteen expressed
guesses out of a total of 433 responses (3 percent and 4 percent respectively).
The minimal grasps often seem to be genuine instances of lack of compre-
hension. Certainly Lina rarely takes them as a cue to change languages (this
occurs just once). Usually she repeats her utterance in the same or in a modified
form (twelve times). There is one further instance in which she changes the
content but continues in the non-paternal language, and one response which
is incomprehensible.
It is imperative to examine how Lina’s father reacts to her continued use of
Swiss German after his minimal grasps. The exchanges reveal that usually a
minimal grasp response on the part of the father is not one designed to promote
the paternal language but rather, as stated above, an attempt to understand his
daughter’s utterance. This can be seen in the fact that once Lina has repeated
her original utterance, her father is often satisfied with her reply. Twice he
moves on after such a repetition, and five times he actually code-switches him-
self using the item in question. An example of the latter can be seen in (18):
(18) Lina (age 2;4.8) and father
@Situation: playing with dolls
*FAT: […] c’est quoi [//] quelle couleur les cheveux?
%eng: […] it’s what [//] what colour is her hair?
*LIN:  # ().
%eng: um # g(r)een.
*FAT: comment?
%eng: pardon?
%res: minimal grasp
%com: father probably has not understood word due to missing /r/
*LIN: .
%eng: green.
*FAT: non, ça c’est pas . c’est marron. […]
%eng: no, that’s not green. it’s brown. [...]
%res: code-switching
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In the one instance where Lina does not repeat her utterance, but nevertheless
continues in Swiss German, her father also code-switches. In sum, Lina contin-
ues in Swiss German following thirteen of her father’s fifteen minimal grasp
responses. In eight of these cases her father is satisfied with the response, and
either moves on (twice) or code-switches (six times). In interaction with her
father, therefore, Lina interprets minimal grasps as a cue to enunciate more
clearly and not to change languages. Finally, let us note that in the other five
cases of Lina’s continuation in Swiss German, her father follows up with an
expressed guess (twice) or adult repetition (three times). However, in none of
these five cases does Lina produce the item in question in the target language.
Turning to Lina’s father’s expressed guess responses, we see that these do
have the effect of Lina considering whether her father’s expression in French is
indeed the equivalent of her own. Of the sixteen expressed guesses, Lina
responds in the affirmative in Swiss German or with mhm ten times. Her reac-
tions to the other six expressed guesses are: repeating her original utterance
(twice), moving on in the non-target language (twice), not replying (once) and
giving a reply which is incomprehensible (once). Note that she never produces
her father’s language following his expressed guesses.
The recordings of Lina and her father reveal conversations which are what
De Houwer has called ‘dilingual’ (2009: 361, adapted from Saville-Troike 1987),
each interlocutor basically speaking a different language. Interestingly, Lina
seems to have internalised this pattern to such an extent that when her Belgian
grandmother comes to visit and speaks French to her, Lina commonly responds
in Swiss German – a language her grandmother does not understand.
We see that Lina’s father, via his responses to his daughter’s mixing (sum-
marised in table 1), allows a context to develop in which his daughter does not
feel constrained to use her father’s language, French. When his daughter uses
Swiss German (or occasionally English), the most common response of Lina’s
father is simply to continue the conversation in French (moving on). Within his
next most common response, adult repetition, more than half of his translations
are unmarked; the lexical items are simply incorporated in his next turn (table
2). Such adult repetitions are thus also similar to moving on. His third most
common response, code-switching, encourages his daughter’s use of Swiss Ger-
man. What I have termed ‘constraining responses’ are few and, since Lina has
generally been given to understand that Swiss German is acceptable, do not
usually have a constraining effect. Expressed guesses never lead to a response
in French on the part of the child. Questioning of Lina’s utterances via minimal
grasps usually appears to be genuine since Lina’s father is often satisfied with
a repetition or clarification in Swiss German. Only once does Lina (choose to)
interpret a minimal grasp as a cue to change languages. Finally, Lina’s father
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never responds to a mix with an instruction to translate. Lina, on the other
hand, does try to influence her father to speak Swiss German, as can be seen
in the extract below. In this conversation, Lina is trying to get her father to
remember an incident in Berne, but he has no idea of what she is talking about.
He misunderstands her use of the Swiss German word erinnere, which Lina is
using to mean ‘remember’, and interprets it instead as ‘remind’:
(19) Lina (age 2;4.8) and father
@Situation: Lina wants her father to recall an incident in Berne
*LIN: ?
%eng: remember?
*LIN: B ?
%eng: remember Berne?
*FAT: oui. il faut lui rappeler.
%eng: yes. we have to remind her [i.e. the mother].
*LIN: B ?
*FAT: ?
%com: imitates child in exaggerated and slightly annoyed tone
*LIN:    .
%eng: yes speak German.
%com: utterance has a smile quality
*FAT: non, c’est Lina qui parle le [//] l’allemand. hm?
%eng: no, it’s Lina who speaks German. hm?
When Lina’s father imitates her with his utterance erinnere, the child does not
notice his annoyed tone of voice but rather his choice of language – which
greatly pleases her. We hear a smile quality in her speech as she states ‘yes
speak German’. (Note that in theory, this utterance could also be interpreted as
‘yes you speak German’, in which tu is interpreted as ‘you’ rather than ‘do’. In
this interpretation, the Swiss German utterance would be in a non-target form,
since the verb rede ‘speak’ is in the infinitive.) Her father does not comply, and
immediately switches back to French; however, he states that it is his daughter
who speaks German – thereby underlining the language choice already evident.
Besides the recordings, information on interactional styles was gained from
the informal interviews. In one such interview, in the seventh month of the
study, Lina’s mother expressed disappointment at Lina’s lack of production in
French. The mother mentioned that Lina’s father had, for a short time, tried to
insist on her use of French by pretending not to understand (minimal grasp
strategy) but that he had quickly abandoned this because Lina had stopped
talking (these attempts are not evident in the recordings). Lina’s father had
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explained his abandoning of the strategy to his wife with the reasoning that
the most important thing for him was to be able to communicate with his child.
Faced with a breakdown of communication, he chose to allow his daughter to
express herself in whatever language she pleased.
6 Responses of Lina’s aunt
The responses of Lina’s aunt to her niece’s lexical mixing can be seen in table 3.
I discuss the responses here in order from most constraining to least con-
straining. Instruction to translate is the second most common response of Lina’s
Set IT MG EG AR MO CS Total
I       
II       
III       
IV       
V       
VI       
VII       
VIII       
IX       
X       
XI       
XII       
Total       
Total %       
Table : Lina’s aunt’s responses following lexical mixing.
Key: IT: instruction to translate, MG: minimal grasp, EG: expressed guess, AR: adult repeti-
tion, MO: moving on, CS: code-switching
aunt. The success of this strategy can be seen in Lina’s replies. In 32/47 instan-
ces (68 percent), Lina responds by translating the item into the target language.
We can observe how internalised this pattern has become in the following
example (the aunt frequently uses it for grammatical mixes as well, the figures
for which do not appear here). In this example, the aunt does not even need to
finish her instruction before Lina starts to translate:
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(20) Lina (age 2;10.26) and aunt
@Situation: looking at a picture book
*LIN: .
%eng: monkey.
*AUN: what does Shelly [>] <say>?
*LIN: [<] <monk>ey.
These results are interesting in the light of Kasuya’s findings (1998: 337), who
separated her two explicit strategies (instruction to translate and correction
plus elicitation) from the others and found that children were more likely to use
the parental language after an explicit strategy than any other type of parental
response.
Turning to the minimal grasp response, which is not explicit and may be
ambiguous, Lina responds similarly with her aunt as with her father. That is,
she usually repeats her original utterance (19/28 times or 68 percent) or other-
wise continues in Swiss German (four times). Only once does Lina take the
minimal grasp response of her aunt as a cue to change languages. A further
two responses are incomprehensible, and two are not assignable to a particular
language. Interestingly, the only time in which Lina takes a minimal grasp
response on the part of her aunt as a cue to change to English is following the
one French mix in this set of 28. French is a language Lina’s aunt does not
master, and it is likely that Lina realises that language choice is the issue here:
(21) Lina (age 2;6.2) and aunt
@Situation: a fly is buzzing in the room
*AUN: it’s a fly!
*LIN: a fly!
*LIN: a mouche!
%eng: a fly.
*AUN: huh?
%res: minimal grasp
*LIN: ah # a fly.
In terms of the promotion of English, it is important to examine how Lina’s
aunt reacts to the child’s continuation in Swiss German after a minimal grasp
response. Unlike Lina’s father, her aunt frequently keeps insisting on English
so that in ten cases out of 28, Lina does finally produce the item in question.
Six of these cases involve a follow-up with adult repetition, four cases an
instruction to translate. An example of each can be observed in (22) and (23)
respectively:
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(22) Unsuccessful minimal grasp response followed by adult repetition:
Lina (age 2;5.3) and aunt
@Situation: pretend cooking
*LIN:  
%eng: come sit.
*AUN: huh?
%res: minimal grasp
*LIN: .
*AUN: sit.
%res: adult repetition, marked
*LIN: sit.
(23) Unsuccessful minimal grasp followed by instruction to translate:
Lina (age 2;6.2) and aunt
@Situation: playing card game ‘memory’
*AUN: wow. what is that?
*LIN: .
%eng: little cat.
*AUN: a what [!]?
%res: minimal grasp
*LIN: .
%eng: cat.
*AUN: and what does Shelly say?
%res: instruction to translate
*LIN: cat.
*AUN: ah. good. cat. the cat # and the hat. slept on a mat.
The next most constraining response, the expressed guess, is used by Lina’s
aunt 37/274 times or 14 percent. After two of the responses, Lina immediately
switches to English. Seven times she does not respond, two responses are
ambiguous, and one is incomprehensible. In most cases (25) Lina continues
either in Swiss German or with a non-language-assignable affirmation (mhm,
etc.). As with the minimal grasp response above, Lina’s aunt does not always
accept the responses in Swiss German and sometimes keeps insisting on Eng-
lish. In five cases she is successful, so that Lina does eventually produce the
item in question. An example is given below:
(24) Lina (age 2;9.10) and aunt
@Situation: drawing and writing
*LIN:    .
%eng: xxx I’m writing something.
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*AUN: you wanna write something?
%res: expressed guess
*LIN: .
*AUN: so. I:, # I: +...
*LIN: I: +...
*AUN: wa:nt +...
*LIN: wa:nt +...
*AUN: to: +...
*LIN: to: +...
*AUN: [>] <wri:te> +...
*LIN: [<] <wri:te> +...
*AUN: something.
*LIN: something.
Note that although Lina is repeating most of the words of the sentence one after
the other, she does produce the key lexical item write at the same time as her
aunt, which shows that she does actually know the word.
An examination of Lina’s aunt’s ‘follow-ups’ after unsuccessful minimal
grasp and expressed guess responses shows the importance of looking at an
entire conversational sequence, and not just picking out and adding up the
individual strategies and the children’s responses to them. Simply tallying adult
response to mixing + child response would obscure how Lina’s aunt insists on
the child’s use of English.
Set Marked Incorporated Total
I   
II   
III   
IV   
V   
VI   
VII   
VIII   
IX   
X   
XI   
XII   
Total   
%   
Table : Two types of adult repetition used by Lina’s aunt.
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Adult repetition is the response Lina’s aunt uses by far the most following
a lexical mix: 44 percent (122/274) of her responses fall into this category. The
most important aspect to note here is that most of these translations, namely
92 percent, are marked or repair-like (see table 4). Examples (9) and (22), above,
illustrate Lina’s aunt’s marked adult repetition. In both examples, we see that
Lina repeats the word in question. Examples (6) and (7), also above, are exam-
ples of her incorporated adult repetitions.
The most frequent response by Lina’s father, moving on, is only the third
most frequent response of her aunt. Moreover, an examination of the content
of the aunt’s turns when she moves on reveals much promotion of English. In
the following extract, for example, we see that Lina’s aunt does not translate
Lina’s lexical mix because she wants to teach the child the more appropriate
term:
(25) Lina (age 2;10.26) and aunt
@Situation: looking at a picture book of animals
*AUN: what are they doing?
*LIN: .
%eng: riding.
*AUN: they’re # galloping.
%res: moving on
*LIN: .
*AUN: can you say that? galloping.
*LIN: galloping.
*AUN: good.
In this exchange, I interpret the pause after they’re as the aunt probably stop-
ping herself from translating riite, ‘riding’, and looking for the semantically
appropriate term galloping, which she then gets the child to repeat. In the next
example of moving on, we see Lina’s aunt ignoring one mix in order to focus
on the child’s production of a different word:
(26) Lina (age 2;6.2) and aunt
@Situation: playing card game ‘memory’
*AUN: what’s [>] <this>?
*LIN: [<] <>.
%eng: look.
*LIN: frog.
*AUN: yeah, frog. good.
%res: moving on
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It appears that in this exchange, the attention-getting utterance lueg is for the
aunt less important than the names of objects. She does not repair lueg, but
concentrates on praising Lina’s next utterance, which is the English noun frog.
Finally, we can observe a complete absence of the least constraining
response, code-switching. The response which is most likely to detract from the
imposition of one particular language is not used by Lina’s aunt at all.
7 Summary and conclusion
The responses of the two caregivers are given again for comparative purposes
in a single table below. Note that the two types of adult repetition are distin-
guished here.
Response LIN FAT LIN AUN
N % N %
Instruction to translate    
Minimal grasp    
Expressed guess    
Adult rep. marked    
Adult rep. incorporated    
Moving on    
Code switching    
Total    
Table : Responses of Lina’s father and aunt to her lexical mixing.
We have seen that in the case of Lina’s aunt, the strategy most used is that
of marked adult repetition, that is adult repetition functioning as a repair. Lina’s
aunt uses this strategy in 41 percent of all her responses to Lina’s mixing. In
this way, Lina is provided with vocabulary in English, while at the same time
being reminded that she should use this vocabulary. Lina’s father, on the other
hand, uses this strategy only 16 percent of the time, his predominant response
to Lina’s mixing being moving on, which occurs in 45 percent of all cases.
Figures 2–3 illustrate these findings.
These figures further illustrate how the rest of the responses of Lina’s aunt
overall cluster at one end of the scale, namely the monolingual end. The three
constraining responses, instruction to translate, minimal grasp and expressed
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Figure 2: Responses of Lina’s father to mixing, percentage.
Figure 3: Responses of Lina’s aunt to mixing, percentage.
Key: IT: instruction to translate, MG: minimal grasp, EG: expressed guess, ARm: adult repeti-
tion, marked, ARi: adult repetition, incorporated, MO: moving on, CS: code switching
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guess comprise 41 percent of her responses to Lina’s mixing. Among the
responses of Lina’s father, on the other hand, these only make up 7 percent.
The findings in this paper thus demonstrate that if the goal is active trilin-
gualism, languages for which there is considerably less input need to be pro-
moted actively in conversation. Lina’s aunt did this, teaching Lina vocabulary
via her frequent use of marked adult repetition, and eliciting vocabulary from
Lina with her instructions to translate. Lina’s father, on the hand, allowed dilin-
gual conversations to become the norm.
Of course, further language input factors must be considered. English is the
language of communication of Lina’s parents, and the couple language is not a
negligible factor in a trilingual child’s language development. The regular expo-
sure as well as the prestige of the parental lingua franca in the eyes of the child
both play a role (cf. Barnes 2006: 10–11, 91; Cruz-Ferreira 2006: 34). Certainly,
the importance of English as a home language for Lina is evidenced by various
instances in which she addresses her father in English. Thus, the parents’
choice of English as their language of communication clearly supports Lina’s
acquisition of English. On the other hand, it must be remembered that Lina
has considerably more interaction in French than in English. Thus, it might be
expected that she produce at least as much French as English. We have seen,
however, that this is not the case – and that the explanation lies in the caregiv-
ers’ different conversational styles.
As a final point, I would like to reflect on the reasons for the different levels
of insistence of Lina’s father and aunt. Their different interactional styles can
partially be ascribed to their different goals and roles in interaction with the
child. Lina’s aunt clearly wants her niece to speak English and takes on a teach-
ing role. As she has stated, she takes pride in the advances of her niece in
English. For Lina’s father, however, his primary goal, as he himself stated, is to
be able to communicate with his daughter. It seems evident that unhampered
communication is more vital for a parent than a relative further removed, since
there is more at stake. Lina’s aunt can ‘afford’ to risk communication break-
down because their relationship is not as close as that of a parent and child.
Lina’s father, on the other hand, does not want to take such a risk. For the
same reason, namely the difference in the levels of closeness in the two rela-
tionships, Lina’s aunt can give priority to her role as a teacher if she so pleases.
However, for Lina’s father, his role as a parent is far more important than that
of a language instructor.
To conclude, we have seen, on the one hand, how influential particular
caregiver responses are in fostering a non-dominant language. On the other
hand, however, we have also seen why a parent may find it difficult and ulti-
mately choose not to follow the path of insistence.
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Appendix
Transcription conventions (based on MacWhinney 2011)
@Situation: situational information
*LIN Lina
*MOT Lina’s mother
*FAT Lina’s father
*AUN Lina’s aunt
xxx unintelligible speech
tex(t) partial omission of word, e.g. (s)top
. end of unmarked (declarative) utterance
? end of a question
! end of an emphatic utterance
, intra-utterance: slight expected pause between syntactic junctions and enumera-
tions (my definition; see MacWhinney [2011: 58] for a more general definition)
: lengthened syllable
# intra-utterance pause
+… trailing off
+..? trailing off of a question
<text> for any speech in angled brackets, the accompanying symbol in square brack-
ets applies; e.g. <text text text> [!] means that the string of words is stressed;
where no angle brackets are used, the symbols apply to the word immediately
preceding the symbol
[!] previous word (or <longer text>) is stressed
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[?] best guess at a word (or <longer text>)
[>] overlap follows
[<] overlap precedes
[/] retracing without correction (repetition)
[//] retracing with correction; in this study, this symbol is also used for retracing
involving a change of languages
[/-] false start without retracing
[text] transcriber’s comments when they happen to appear in the main speech line
[…] speech omitted from the example presented
%com: comment
%eng: English translation (idiomatic)
%pho: phonology
%res: response to mixing
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